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FAMILY
&
TRADITION
“ TRADITION IS
A LANTERN.
THE FOOLISH HOLD
ON TO IT, THE
CLEVER ALLOW
IT TO LEAD THE WAY.“
George Bernhard Shaw

F

rom one generation to the next we have and will pass the
lantern on in our winery, so that everything stays in a
constant state of flux, just as in nature. For us tradition means
to do things a little better than before, to continuously strive
for improvement, which was always the foundation for our
success. This does not mean progress at all costs. But the old
ways must not be preserved for their own sake, when the new
is perhaps better. And what the best way is, only experience
will show.
Today the family company is run with great success by the
third and fourth generation. Holger and Burkhard Wasem oversee
the winery and their wives Karin and Ilona are in charge of the
gastronomy and the hotel. The children Julius and Philipp,
both gained degrees in viniculture and economy, are beginning
to bring their own ideas into the family winery. The third son,
Gerhard, a business graduate for hotel and service management,
is also part of the team. The daughters Marie Louise and Julia
are at university and on the best track for their training and
education.

WINE
&
REGION

F

or us, wine stands above all. Wine has always been a symbol
and an integral part of socializing, hospitality and pleasure.
Our aim is to combine all of these aspects: with a plentiful selection of wine and a diverse cuisine. With our rooms for conferences
and parties and with our hotel. With our different events for wineand foodtastings, where people of all ages can discover, enjoy and
celebrate the world of wine.
Wine has a strong influence on the region - and the region leaves a
strong imprint on the wine. Our family has a long history in
Ingelheim and this is the reason that we are not only aware
of tradition but also curious about winemaking. Because of our
history and curiosity you will find well established stars of the
international grape varieties, like Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot,
but our main focus lies on the classic grape variations like the
local types of pinot noir, Früh- and Spätburgunder. Our family run
winery has a special relationship with the Frühburgunder grape:
Our great-grandfather and founder of the winery Julius Wasem
was honored with the Bundesverdientskreuz, the German federal
cross of merit, in 1964 due to his commitment to rescue the
critically endangered Frühburgunder grape. Now we can enjoy
first class wine, made from this noble grape, thanks to our
great-grandfather.

A

nd of course: Ingelheim has built up a reputation as the
“redwine-city“ and celebrates this heritage with the popular
redwine-festival, which takes place in town every year. But that
does not mean that our white wines are not made with the same
love and affection. Our wine portfolio stretches from young and
fresh Silvaner, to powerful Pinot Gris and of course the versatile
Riesling: fruity-dry wines, which you can enjoy in its early degree
of maturity, and off dry and sweet wines with great storage and
maturation potential.

GASTRONOMY
“NOURISH
YOUR BODY
WELL, TO MAKE
IT A HOME
YOUR SOUL
WILL LOVE TO
DWELL.“
Teresa von Ávila

W

ithout a doubt: There is no better way to round off a
nice meal then with the right glass of wine. Like no other
beverage, wine can offer a huge diversity, with all of its different
forms and characteristic. It is our goal to find the right glass of
wine for all the dishes we serve at our restaurant - from a simple
Brotzeit up to sophisticated menus, we will find the right glass
of wine for you.
We deliberately keep our menu card brief, because we want to
focus on regionality, quality, freshness and locally sourced
produce. And of course we have a dish for any kind of taste:
Vegetarian creations, classic German cuisine and hearty regional
dishes. No matter if you choose one of our simple dishes or
an intricate menu - we only use the best quality of goods and
purchase predominantly from regional farmers, produced with
love and expertise, so that we can serve it to you.

HOSPITALITY
&
GATHERING

K

loster Engethal has been awarded multiple prizes for its
architecture, concept and corporate philosophy. Among
others, the awards include the Great Wine Capitals Award for
Architecture, Parks and Gardens, the prize „Highlight of
German wine culture“ of the German wine institute and
„Business of the year“ in the district Mainz-Bingen.

W

elcome to the Wasem Wine Hotel. Our family run
hotel is situated close to the monastery, in a central but
quiet location in the historic old town of Ingelheim and it offers
the service and comfort of a modern hotel. Our ever present
endeavor is to combine personal flair and hospitality, in the
unique way only a family run business can.
Our rooms are available in the three categories, Standard,
Comfort or Wasems Best with up to 10 square meters of living
space. All rooms in the Wasem‘s Best category and two rooms
in the Comfort category offer their own roof terrace and loggia.
Furthermore, a small apartment is available and two of the
double bedrooms are wheelchair accessible and adapted for the
needs of the disabled. For families and small groups we offer the
possibility to book two rooms, which are conjoined by a shared
hallway. All of our guests are invited to use our outdoor sitting
accommodations and - of course - to our healthy and delightful
breakfast to start your day right.
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KLOSTER ENGELTHAL
Edelgasse 15
D-55218 Ingelheim am Rhein
T +49 (0)6132.2304
E kloster@wasem.de
Opening hours:
Mo.–  S a. 5.00 to 10.00pm
Su. noon to 10.00pm
Closed on Wednesdays

WASEM WINE
Edelgasse 5
D-55218 Ingelheim am Rhein
T +49 (0)6132.2220
F +49 (0)6132.2448
E weingut@wasem.de
Shop hours:
Mo.–  Fr. 7.30am to 6.30pm
Sa. 9.30am to 6.00pm
Su. noon to 5.00pm

WASEM HOTEL
Stiegelgasse 70
D-55218 Ingelheim am Rhein
T +49 (0)6132.43370
M +49 (0)174.2395884
E hotel@wasem.de
www.en.wasem-wine.com

